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PROJECT SUMMARY
Project Initiator: Private Trade and Production Company “IBN-SINO”
The purpose of the design: the organization of production of disposable syringes at
the expense of borrowed and own funds
Products / services sold:
• Insulin syringes 1 ml
• Disposable syringes 2 ml
• Disposable syringes 5 ml
• Disposable syringes 10 ml
Market: Republic of Uzbekistan and Central Asia
Location: Kashkadarya region, Mirishkar district, the town of Dzheynau

Number of jobs to be organized: 95-100 units
Total cost of financing:

2,000,000.00 US dollars

Investment amount:

1,600,000.00 US dollars

- purchase of equipment

1,065,000.00 US dollars

- Purchase of raw materials

235,000.00 US dollars

- construction and installation works

200,000.00 US dollars

Own funds:

400,000.00 US dollars

Период планирования:

60-72 months
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1. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT
The purpose of this project is to organize the production of disposable syringes, partly at the
expense of borrowed funds (investment) and partly at the expense of the company's own funds.
The company provided full starting readiness for the organization of work.

2. INITIATOR OF THE PROJECT
The initiator of the project is PTPE “IBN-SINO”
PTPE “IBN-SINO” was created and registered in 1998 in the Bahoristan District (now Mirishkor).
Re-registered by Khokimiyat of Mirishkor district of Kashkadarya region for the number 230 dated
07.10.2015

The founders of PTPE “IBN-SINO” are:
- Yogmirov Davlat Chulievich (passport АА 6453737, issued by the Pomuk QMB, Mirishkor
District on 04.08.2014) - share in UV 100.00%
Statutory fund: PTPE “IBN-SINO” amounts to 5,000,000 thousand sum and is currently not
fully formed. At the expense of pharmacy networks (retail pharmacies) and new buildings,
facilities for the production of syringes.
The mailing address of the company: 181003, Republic of Uzbekistan, Kashkadarya region,
Mirishkor district, Dzheynau, st. M. Saidov, 10.
According to the founding documents, the company can carry out the following activities:
• Production, wholesale and retail sales of medicines, drugs
Production of import-substituting products, export;
Purchase, processing and export of fruit and vegetable products;
Production and sale of bakery products;
• Organization of pharmacies and medical centers;

and others

• In addition to the listed activities, the company has the right to carry out other activities in
accordance with the Charter of the enterprise and with the current legislation.
The company has a license to carry out pharmaceutical activities issued by the Ministry of
Health of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. U7922 dated July 10, 2015.
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Information about the initiator of the project
Full name of the company

Details, address, contacts

Private trade and production enterprise “IBN-SINO”
Settlement account:
MFI: 00699
ОКОНХ: 71212

2020 8000 4037 7512 4001
TIN: 202 510 427

BANK: AC “Khalk Bank” Mirishkar branch
Director: D.Yogmirov

91-471-3324;

Manager: Q.D.Yomgirov
91-633-9119,
99-775-1991, 75-652-4324
1998 year

Date of foundation of the
enterprise
400,0 thousand US dollars
Statutory fund
Founders and distribution Yogmirov Davlat Chulievich
100.00%
of shares
Сведения об учредителях
Full name
Contact number
Электронная почта

Yogmirov Davlat Chulievich
91-471-3324, 75-652-4324
Farmatsevt91@mail.ru
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3. LOCATION OF MANUFACTURE
Dedicated land for the production of disposable medical syringes and infusion
systems, located in the Republic of Uzbekistan, Kashkadarya region, Mirishkar district,
the town of Dzheynau.

The total area of 1.5 hectares, of which
Information about the land 1. Productional building 0.30 ha
for construction of the
2. Checkpoint (CAT), 0.030 ha
enterprise
3. Office, accounting, kitchen, hotel staff 0.27 hectares

Existing infrastructure

1. Productional building 0.30 ha
2. Checkpoint, Office, accounting, Kitchen, dining and
hotel staff 0.15 hectares

Required infrastructure

Room for water purification, air-conditioning system, 3
pieces of water storage for technical, drinking and clean
water

Upcoming construction
works

Beginning on May 2017, 85% of the work was
completed as planned.

Design estimate
documentation (DED)

According to the agreement with the company
"Marzhona Universal Faiz" prepared by the design and
estimate documentation

Electricity demand (kWh),
Integrated power (kWh / s
or mW / h)

From 10 to 12 KW per hour
According to the recommendation, a TP of 650 kW will
be installed.

Water requirement (cubic
meters per m)

10 cubic meters per day, of which 70% is circulating.
Autonomous, import security

Gas demand (t/m)

Not required
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The main gate.
Main entrance.
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Garage for official and
dimensional cars
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Canteen complex, office and counting rooms and hostel
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Hostel for workers
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Syringe factory
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Infusion sets factory ( 2nd stade
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4. EQUIPMENT, RAW MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS MATERIAL
Production technology and main technical parameters
Type of equipment

Injection molding machine, printing machines, assembly,
packaging and ethylene oxide sterilizer

Country of origin

People's Republic of China

Performance

“Shanghai IVEN Pharmatech & Engineering Co.LTD”

Price

1,400.0 thousand US dollars

Power usage

3 phase. Separate TP for voltage 650 KW

Installed power

180,000.0 thousand pcs per year

Overall dimensions of the
equipment

Total 13 container size 40 Ft

Main equipment weight

18 tons * 6 pcs,

Main equipment units (lines)

Injection molding machines,
packaging and sterilization

Number of working hours per year

7200 hours per year

Duty cycle

8 hours of three shifts, 25 working days per month, 300
working days per year

The frequency of scheduled
maintenance
The number of people involved in
the production process and their
functions

2.5 tons * 6 pcs,

5 tons * 1 each
printing,

assembly

Every 3-4 month

95-100 people

Blister packing machine

Printing machine
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and

Air conditioning system with ventilation

Assembling machine

Single Packing Machine

Gas chambers. Sterilization with ethylene oxide.
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Invoice - price list of raw materials and component
materials

Invoice - equipment price list
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Contract - an agreement for the purchase of equipment. Delivery, installation and start-up.
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5. MARKET AND MARKETING CONCEPT
The specificity of the pharmaceutical industry is such that before you make products from
raw materials and materials (the main component raw material is a substance that is imported), you
must obtain the appropriate certification of raw materials and materials used in the manufacture of
medicines. Further, at the end of the production cycle, each series of already finished products is
selected again, which must also be properly certified. Then, according to pharmacological
requirements, the manufactured products must go through a quarantine period, after which only
products are ready for sale.
Thus, due to the specifics of this industry, the production cycle of drugs is long compared
with other consumer goods.
Also, it is necessary to take into account that certain medicines are seasonal in nature, which
affects the uneven formation of cash flows and makes it difficult to form working capital.
In order to ensure the dynamic and sustainable development of the pharmaceutical industry
of the republic, saturating the domestic market with high-quality and safe domestic medicines,
expanding import-substituting drugs, the government of the republic takes a number of measures to
create favorable conditions for the further development of the pharmaceutical industry. A striking
example of this is PP-2595 dated 09.16.2016. "On the program of measures for the further
development of the pharmaceutical industry of the republic for 2016-2020".
According to this decree, up to 01/01/2021: - organizations specializing in the production of
medicines, whose share of the proceeds from the production of these goods is at least 60% by the
end of the reporting period, from the payment of income tax and property tax, a single tax payments
for microfirms and small enterprises, payment of obligatory contributions to the Republican road
fund; - from customs payments (with the exception of fees for customs clearance) technological
equipment, components and spare parts not produced in the country, imported as part of investment
projects.
The created preferences will allow the enterprise to reduce the costs of paying taxes and
obligatory payments and channel the released funds to the development of production.
Within the framework of this project, it is planned to organize new types of medical
products, which will expand the range of products, as well as provide the population of the country
with high-quality medical preparations of domestic production.
The territory is provided for the implementation of the project for the production of
disposable syringes in accordance with the Program of Socio-Economic Development of the
Kashkadarya Region in 2017-2021, adopted by the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, according to the letter of Khokim Mirishkorsky District of Kashkadarya Region No. 0102 / 152 of 01.25.2017, as well as according to the Resolution of the Government of the Republic of
Uzbekistan “On the program of additional measures for the socio-economic development of
territories, further improvement of the standard of living of the population of the Kashkadarya
region” No. 20 of 19.01.2017.
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Produced
products
are
AVICENNA PHARMACEUTICALS.

planned

for

release

under

the

brand

name

For the organization of production in this area, construction and installation work was carried out
partially at the expense of the company's own funds in the amount of 400,000.0 USD.
The demand and supply of drugs is determined by such factors as fertility, the public health of the
population of the republic, the demographic situation and its change. Uzbekistan belongs to the countries
with a high population growth, the annual population growth is 480 thousand people. Among the population
of the republic, diseases such as cardiovascular, endocrine, respiratory, infectious, allergic diseases, arthritis
and others are the most common. All of the above factors indicate that the need for drugs does not decrease
and has a tendency to a stable increase. Currently in Uzbekistan operates
1 328 stationary medical institutions, of which:
25 - regional hospitals; 172 - city hospitals;
190 - district hospitals; 444 - polyclinics; 55 - maternity homes;
11183 - clinics - hospitals; 259 - specialized hospitals and institutes.
The analysis showed that the drugs, the release of which is provided by this project, are made by
foreign companies and are supplied to the domestic market by companies that sell products at high prices
that are not affordable for the majority of the population.
For some types of drugs, even at high prices, there is an acute shortage that is difficult to eliminate,
because own production of these drugs in the country does not provide domestic demand. Therefore, the
population and medical institutions of the country are often deprived of the necessary medical preparations.
In addition, of the 33.5 million people of the republic’s population, 40% are contingent for children,
62% live in rural areas, where purchasing power is very low. As a result, for the majority of the population
imported drugs are not available. Thus, in the domestic market, the demand for quality, meeting the
requirements of international standards, drugs at affordable prices is very high.
According to the SJC UzPharmsanoat, the industry has taken a clear course on import substitution.
The task was to reduce the dependence on imports within five years, bringing the level of domestic
production from the current 48.2% to 62.6% in 2019.
Due to the fact that the entire technological cycle from the preparation of production facilities to
production will be carried out in accordance with the requirements of legislation in the field of
pharmaceutical production, the products provided for in this project will be competitive in terms of quality
complying with international standards and in price levels.
Over the past few years, pharmaceutical production in the country has almost quadrupled.
Remarkable is the fact that with a slight increase in total consumption and production of medicines, for
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example, only in 2012 and 2014, the demand for domestic products doubled, reducing imports by almost a
third.
The branch is also obliged to the Localization Program by dynamic development rates, thanks to
which domestic products produced within its framework are exempted from paying almost all taxes and
payments to targeted budget funds. This stimulates manufacturers to produce and sell large volumes of
products, thereby affecting the reduction of the cost of goods, the creation of production capacity and jobs.

Factors determining the growth of the pharmaceutical market of the Republic of
Uzbekistan
Preservation of the growth trend of indicators characterizing welfare — per capita
income, expenditures on consumer goods, and so on:
shift of consumption towards more
expensive drugs for almost all categories of the population and high demand for modern medicines;
state social policy - the introduction of new approaches to the financing of drug supply;
increased incidence in a wide range of nosologies; growth of the investment attractiveness of the
pharmaceutical market.
Today, syringes are an essential attribute of modern medicine. At present, they have not yet
invented a more optimal way to “deliver” a drug to a “suffering” organ or tissue than injection. In
fact, there is no alternative to it yet. That is why syringes are included in the legally approved
mandatory assortment list of goods in a pharmacy. Accordingly, the market for syringes is
developing quite dynamically, since the place on the retail counter for this product category is
guaranteed. True, it is for the category, and not for a particular product. To get to this or that
pharmacy, and then to the end user, suppliers of syringes are fierce struggle.
However, experts have not yet taken this market as mature.
A large number of small players, opaque supply chains, legislative distortions, the presence
of products with dubious “pedigree”, consumers' misunderstanding of the differences between
different types of products - these are signs that confuse experts.
Due to the adequacy of the developed network of commercial organizations of Uzbekistan
engaged in active trade in medical products, as well as the current ever-growing need of medical
institutions for disposable syringes and gloves, these products are in steady demand.
At present, the main idea, concept and strategy of the complex project developed by our
enterprise will allow to set up a steady sale and stable economic relations with consumers of these
types of products.

Two types of disposable syringes are on the market of Uzbekistan:

Two-component syringe (cylinder + piston)
Two-component syringes The design of two-component syringes determines their “congenital
defects”, which for patients become the source of various most unpleasant sensations.
In order to achieve sufficient tightness of such syringes, their piston is made of a slightly larger
diameter than the internal diameter of the cylinder along which it slides.
Tightness is achieved, but at a high price: due to friction
15 of a plastic piston on a plastic cylinder of a syringe, when the piston moves from the cylinder,
polypropylene microparticles can “tear off”, which can then get into tissues or blood.
These particles may not be visible to the naked eye, but such a risk is present.
In addition, due to the larger piston diameter, the force required to move the piston through the
cylinder increases significantly.
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What is bad for a nurse if the piston moves hard?
When performing an injection with such a syringe, the course of the injection cannot be precisely
controlled, the drug is injected in jerks, after several injections the arm gets tired.
What is bad for a patient with a two-component syringe?
Trying to set the tight piston of the syringe in motion, the nurse makes a noticeable effort. Because
of this, the syringe is mobile in her hands - and therefore the needle in the patient’s tissues is also mobile. It
is this "picking" needles in tissues that is the source of pain, and, often, painful seals after injections.
It is precisely because of the presentation of unnecessary pain to patients, as well as due to the risk
of plastic particles entering the body, two-component syringes have not been used in medicine in developed
countries for more than ten years.
Three-component syringe (cylinder + piston (rod) + rubber seal on the piston - gasket).
Two- and three-component syringes belong to different
product categories, such as cord phones and cordless telephones.
This is mainly due to their structural differences - the
presence of a rubber seal on the piston increases the cost of a threecomponent syringe by approximately 40%.
The presence of a rubber sealant distinguishes such syringes in principle and in terms
of functionality (a two-component syringe cannot be injected smoothly, accurately dosing the
drug), and in quality (it is well known that such a constructive difference is so significant that
in some countries two-component syringes are generally forbidden for use in medical
practice).
Therefore, we can say that two-and three-component syringes are different products
(such as black and white and color TV).
According to the World Health Organization, in developing countries and countries with economies
in transition, at least 16 billion injections are made every year.
In Uzbekistan, about 9 injections are made per person per year (two- and three-component syringes
are taken into account).
A pattern is typical: the more economically developed a country is, the greater part of the market is
occupied by three-component syringes.
The main customers are direct consumers who buy syringes in pharmacies. Therefore, it is
pharmacies that become the main “battlefield” for various brands of syringes. more than half of buyers
acquire three-component syringes.
In addition, most companies are beginning to focus specifically on three-component products. First,
due to the higher price, they give a higher margin. Secondly, the success of a pharmacy directly depends on
whether the buyer finds the right product for him, so having a wide selection of modern and efficient
products is a must-have attribute of a modern pharmacy. Currently, more and more final consumers come to
the pharmacy just for a three-component syringe. Therefore, its presence in the range can be a decisive factor
for the acquisition / loss of customer loyalty.
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Market analysis, product description, market research
Disposable medical syringes
Types of products
150,000.0 thousand units
Annual finished production
Estimated sales markets and their shares:
Domestic market

Demand for Uzbekistan - 1.5 - 1.6 billion pieces per year
Company productivity - 500.0 thousand units per year (10%)

Planned for Export

15.0 million units per year - 10% of the total volume

Cost of production

2 ml – 200 sum, 5 ml – 225 sum, 10 ml - 305 sum

The need for raw materials
(per year)
Market volume
Expected market share
Main competitors

Annual cost for raw materials - 1.600.0 thousand US dollars
Requirements - 4.5 - 4.8 million units per day,
from 1.600.0 - up to 1.750.0 pieces per year
From 6.9 - up to 10%
JV LLC “Heathline”, Tashkent region
JV LLC “UzKorea Medical”, Bukhara region
JV LLC “Bagil New Technology”, Navai region
JV LLC “Guliston Med technica”, Syrdarya region

Key competitive advantages

High-quality needles, stoppers and the highest qualification
of personnel, chemical analyst

Key target consumer groups

Wholesale and retail pharmacy set, hospital hospital
pharmacy of the Ministry of Health of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, veterinary pharmacies
2 ml – 200 sum, 5 ml – 225 sum, 10 ml - 330 sum

Pricing strategy
The cost structure of the final
product

Form
2 ml:
5 ml:
10 ml:

Cost (sum)
190
210
300

Price (sum)
205
225
330

Net Profit (sum)
15
15
30

Availability of patents, licenses,
certificates in accordance with
current legislation
Availability of a formed base of
potential customers with a
confirmed willingness to purchase
products

Not yet

Accessibility marketing research

Created feasibility study for marketing research

Presentation component of the
project

Additional Information

PE “Firuz Ishonch”,
PE “Aziz-M”,
PE “Darmon Pharm”,
DP “Kashkadarya Dori-Darmon”

Prepared Russian and English version together MinInvest
and Foreign Trade of Rebublic Of Uzbekistan
And also developed a web site for PTPE “IBN SINO” and
will post full information on the production of disposable
medical syringes and infusion systems.
All information located in web site www.Avipharma.UZ
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Sales Plan and Profit
in national currency
1. Daily production
No.

Syringes

500,000 pcs per day
Quantity,
pcs.
(in a day)

Percentage

Cost (Sum)

Selling price
(sum)

Net
arrived
(sum)

Arrivals per day
(sum)

1.

2 ml сс

125 000

25,0%

190

205

15

1 875 000

2.

5 ml сс

275 000

55,0%

215

230

15

4 125 000

3.

10 ml сс

100 000

20,0%

300

330

30

3 000 000

Total

500 000

100,0%

-

-

-

9 000 000

1. b. Daily performance
No.

1.
2.
3.

Syringes

500,000 pcs per day

Quantity,
pcs.
(in a day)

Percentage

Cost
(USD)

Selling price
(USD)

Net
arrived
(USD)

125 000
275 000
100 000
500 000

25,0%
55,0%
20,0%
100,0%

0,022
0,025
0,035
-

0,024
0,027
0,039
-

0,002
0,002
0,004
-

2 ml сс
5 ml сс
10 ml сс

Total
2. Annual performance
No.

1.
2.
3.

Syringes

2 ml сс
5 ml сс
10 ml сс

Total

150,000,000 pcs per year

1.
2.
3.

Syringes

2 ml сс
5 ml сс
10 ml сс

Total

Arrivals per day
( USD)

220,6
485,3
352,9
1 058,8

in national currency

Quantity,
pcs. (in year)

Percentage

Cost
(Sum)

Selling price
(sum)

Net
arrived
(sum)

37 500 000
82 500 000
30 000 000
150 000 000

25,0%
55,0%
20,0%
100,0%

190
215
300
-

205
230
330
-

15
15
30
-

2. b. Annual performance
No.

in US dollars

150,000,000 pcs per year

Quantity,
pcs. (in year)

Percentage

Cost
(USD)

Selling price
(USD)

Net
arrived
(USD)

37 500 000
82 500 000
30 000 000
150 000 000

25,0%
55,0%
20,0%
100,0%

0,022
0,025
0,035
-

0,024
0,027
0,039
-

0,002
0,002
0,004
-

Arrivals in year
(sum)
562 500 000
1 237 500 000
900 000 000
2 700 000 000
in US dollars
Arrivals in year
(USD)
66 176,5
145 588,2
105 882,4
317 647,1

! Note: all expenses (cost price) are indicated as much as possible, the selling price is indicated
minimum. By this, the amount of net profit can grows. The main costs and amounts - imported raw
materials and components.
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6. PROJECT FINANCING AND RETURN OF INVESTMENT
Investment offer
Production of disposable medical syringes

Project name

Objective of the project

Production of disposable medical syringes 3 type
(2ml, 5ml, 10ml)

Scope or industry

Medical Products (Pharmaceuticals)

Project Schedule

2019-2020 yy

Project location

Kashkadarya region, Mirishkar region, Dzheynau
town

Information about project participants:
Initiator

Private trade and production enterprise “IBN-SINO”

The total cost of the project

2,000,0 thousand US dollars

Estimated sources of funding:
Own funds

400,0 thousand US dollars

Commercial bank loans

-

Foreign direct investment required

1.600.0 thousand US dollars

The composition of the main costs

1. Injection molding machine injection molding
machine - 6 pieces
2. Printing machine (deposited scales) - 3pcs.
3. Crushers and mixers - 4 set
4. Assembling machine - 3 set
5. Packing machine - 3 set
6. Sterilization chamber - 1 set
7. Raw materials and materials

Projected profitability

500.000 pcs syringes per day, 150 mln pcs per year

Repayment period

12 to 18 months for start-up - setting up equipment,
training personnel.
From 5 to 6 years.

Projected Payback Period

Cash flows
Return on investment and investor share
starts from the 2nd year

2nd year - 380.0 thousand US dollars
3rd year - 430.0 thousand US dollars
4th year - 460.0 thousand US dollars
5th year - 480.0 thousand US dollars
6th year - 510.0 thousand US dollars
TOTAL: 2260.0 thousand US dollars
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Characteristics planned for production

Casting granules polypropylene and polyethylene
under pressure in injection molding machines,
applying scale on printing machines, assemble all
parts of syringes into an assembly machine, pack
assembled syringes, secondary packaging, then
cardboard packaging, sterilize the gas chamber with
ethylene oxide to the primary packaging; air out
(Aeration) residual gases (degassing), quarantine
warehouse, finished products warehouse.
Power per day - 500.0 thousand units
2 ml - 125.0 thousand pieces
5 ml - 275.0 thousand pieces
10 ml - 100.0 thousand pieces

Project’ capacity / size
Capacity per year - 150,000.0 thousand units
2 ml - 37.500.0 thousand pieces
5 ml - 82.500.0 thousand pieces
10 ml - 30,
000.0 thousand pieces
Contribution to the project by the
initiator

From 400.0 to 600.0 thousand US dollars
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7. HAVING DOCUMENTS (PERMISSIONS)
Received the following statement and resolution:
1. The State Committee for the Protection of Nature and Ecology - Allowed. Positive
evaluation of the project.
2. UzStandard - Regulatory legal base, GOST, ISO and GMF received
3. Selected - 1.5 hectares of land from Local government (Mirishkar Khokimiyat)
4. Prepared - Design estimate documentation (executor: LLC “Marzhona Universal Fayz”,
Karshi)
5. Developed - Technical and Economic Substantiation of the project (executor,
Alfa Garant LLC, Tashkent)
6. Contracting - with “Shanghai IVEN Pharmatech & Engineering Co.LTD” for the
purchase of equipment, raw materials, components, materials, installation and training staff
7. Arrangements: Acquisition of raw materials (polypropylene) from JV LLC “Uz-Kor Gas
Chemicals”, raw materials (polyethylene) and components (packaging materials) from
“Shurtangaz Chemical Complex” LLC - all of these raw materials producers are local
companies of Uzbekistan.
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Conclusion of environmental impact assessment
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Conclusion of environmental impact assessment
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Conclusion of environmental impact assessment
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Conclusion of environmental impact assessment
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Architecturally - planned construction tasks
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Decree By Mirishkar district’s khokimiyat about the allocation of land
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Regulations and international standards received from UzStandard
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Location of equipment on the production building (Russian)
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Location of equipment on the production building (English)
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